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By Edwin Bateman Morris

Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from In the Line of Duty: A Military
Drama in Two Acts Characters Jacquelin Enrighty a Virginia girl. Mrs. Enrighty her mother.
Lieutenant William Hardy, U.S. A. a Union officer. Captain Warren Cooke, C. S. A. of the Confederate
army. Henry a servant. A Sergeant. Period: - Autumn, 1864. Time in Representation: - One hour.
Costumes Jacquelin wears costume of the sixties - a light dress - very simply made, fitting closely
the shoulders and arms, full in skirt, low at the throat with flat lace collar or trimming; white
stockings and black pumps with bows of black narrow ribbon tied over the insteps. If possible the
hair should be parted and a ribbon worn in it. Shawl. Mrs. Enrighty. Black dress of the period,
shawl, keys at belt, brooch or breastpin at throat. Hardy. Dusty blue uniform, boots over trousers,
belt, holster and old-fashioned long Colts revolver, cap. Cooke. Act I, blue uniform coat much the
worse for wear, dingy civilian trousers, no hat. Act II, gray uniform, sword, pistol, cap, boots. Henry.
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Reviews
It in a single of my favorite pdf. Yes, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you
begin to read the book.
-- Dr . K eeley Windler
It is straightforward in read through preferable to fully grasp. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 percent of the pdf. Your life span will be enhance
once you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Jor g e Ha mmes
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